Press release: for immediate release
Hundreds gather at launch of powerful ‘CFD + Lidar’ combination for more effective wind measurements
in complex terrain
28 March 2017 – Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) provider Meteodyn and wind lidar company ZephIR Lidar
have collaborated to produce a packaged “white box” solution, where the different stages of processing are clearly
visible to the user. This addresses the challenge of taking lidar wind measurements in complex terrain.
Data from lidars are now widely considered as being bankable for use in wind resource assessment campaigns. The
recently published IEC 61400-12-1 ed.2 introduces guidance on how to deploy a lidar for the purpose of wind turbine
power performance testing. This version of the standard currently limits the use of any remote sensing device to
benign terrain.
Remote sensing devices calculate a mean wind speed vertically above the sensor location on the basis of
measurements around a scanned area that typically encompasses a diameter comparable to the measurement height.
Uniform flow ensures that measurements around the circumference of the sampling disk are representative of the
wind speed at the scan centre in benign terrain. The averaged wind measurement is comparable to traditional met
mast anemometry measurements allowing lidars to be used in standalone operation without the need for additional
on-site anemometry during a wind resource assessment campaign.
In strongly non-uniform flow, for example in complex terrain, measurements are often not the same across the
scanned area and wind speeds measured by remote sensors will not necessarily be comparable to that experienced
by traditional anemometry at the scan centre. A similar effect would be seen if comparing two met masts spaced some
small distance apart in complex terrain – they are simply measuring different conditions that depends on their precise
location.
Meteodyn and ZephIR Lidar have conducted a validation study lasting more than 18 months utilising multiple years of
data in order to deliver a white box solution when taking measurements in complex terrain.
By using Meteodyn WT in complex terrain, a set of ‘factors’ can be computed that enable the conversion of
measurements from a bankable ZephIR 300 wind lidar into comparable point measurements similar to those from
conventional anemometry. This auditable white box process enables the traceability required by consultants for
continued project financing based on data from ZephIR 300 alone by reducing the uncertainty between remote
sensors and traditional anemometry in complex terrain.

Figure 1: Example mappings of speed up factors shown as part of CFD + Lidar service

Existing Meteodyn WT users, in addition to any ZephIR Lidar user, can access the white box solution either directly in
Meteodyn WT or via the web link: http://meteodyn.com/en/lidar-data-post-conversion/#.WNo9glUrLBR
The results from the 18-month study have been published in a white paper available on request: email
research@zephirlidar.com
The launch of the results and service
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SQMD3T7-3E
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About Meteodyn
Meteodyn develops applied meteorology software (wind, solar energy), custom distributed and collaborative software platform including our
renewables expertise. meteodyn WT is the world CFD software leader for wind resource assessment in complex terrain. Based on our successful
experience in the wind industry, we’ve developed meteodyn PV - solar resource assessment and solar plant design software. Our R&D team
develops cutting edge wind production forecasting systems and O&M tools tailored to customer’s needs.
From measuring campaign, potential studies, bankable reports to operation and maintenance efficiency, we support the wind and solar industry
at every step of their projects.
Moreover, Meteodyn provides software and studies to city planning and green building consultants: pedestrian climatic comfort, energy
performance of buildings, energy yield assessment in urban areas. Finally, Meteodyn carries out wind loads studies related to safety of high speed
train, tall buildings and civil engineering structures, tower cranes, leisure and sporting areas that may be subjected to strong winds.
Meteodyn is a worldwide company with headquarters based in Nantes, France and 3 subsidiaries in China, India and USA. Find out more
information here: http://meteodyn.com/en/
For more information, please contact:

delphine.pouzet@meteodyn.com
+33(0) 240 710 505

About ZephIR Lidar
ZephIR Lidar provides hub height and turbine mounted accurate wind measurement, for wind energy and meteorological applications. These
industry leading wind lidar products, ZephIR 300 and ZephIR DM, provide accurate wind measurements, in both onshore and offshore applications.
With more than 10 million hours of operation in the field and over 1000 deployments (and counting) ZephIR Lidar has pioneered the use of lidar in
the wind industry. The company is proud of the many world firsts it has achieved with customers including upwind measurements from a turbine
nacelle, turbine wake studies, offshore deployments both fixed and floating wind lidar, an industry-accepted validation process, re-financing and
re-powering a wind farm, successfully technology accuracy demonstration in a wind tunnel and total wind project financing from a lidar without
need for a met mast. Find out more information here: http://www.zephirlidar.com
For more information, please contact:
press@zephirlidar.com
+44 (0) 7825 159 082

